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Bad drainage  Is probably the most common reason 

for closing the golf course in the 

playing season  

This is supposed to be a fairway 



Definisjons 

«Drainage»  is to pull water out of the soil pores 

 The rational is to improve soil conditions 

 

«Surface water control» is to remove water from 

the playing surface.  

The rational is to keep the game going 

 
 

BOTH ARE A NECESSITY ON AT SPORTS TURF AREA! 



Surface water control   -   Draining 

+ Removes huge amounts of 
water quickly 

+ /- based on / gives an 
undulated course   

- Minor effect on plant 
growth in humid climate 

- Need for maintenance 
/cleaning 

- Catch basins on the playing 
surface 

- More surface loss of 
nutrients and pesticides 

- Expensive, because the 
pipelines should tackle 
heavy rain showers 

+ substantial improvement of 
the grass growth 

(Gives the more valuable 
species an advantage 
compared to the annual 
meadow grass (Poa annua)) 

+ Makes the course 
negotiable for machines 
and reduce damages caused 
by wear and compaction. 

 

Will normally remove surface 
water within 48 hours.  

My conclusion: Draining is most important on an ordinary golf club. If it is 

urgent to keep golf tournaments going (TV-production), you will need a system 

to control surface water as well.  



Due to limited time, this presentation 

will focus on drainage.  



We are thypical 

Norwegian greenkeepers 

 

And this is 

thypical 

Norwegian, 

wet soil  



Wet soil gives bad 

grass growth. This is 

not new sod, but 

creeping bent grass in 

the rough.  



Water in the soil  

Ground water 

 
This water may move 

sideways 

The capillary fringe 

Pores also filled with air 

Water 

table 



Draining pipes will lower the water 

table  
Ground water is under pressure (h). The water may move 

horizontally, but this movement is very slow when the soil is 

dense (has low hydraulic conductivity) 

h 

Soil pores also filled with air 

The capillary fringe 

Ground water 



Forces on soil water 

Capillary force keeps 

the water on the pores.  

Gravity pulls the 

water down 



Small pores (clay, 

slit, fine sand) gives 

strong capillary force 

Long continuous 

water column 

gives strong 

gravity 

Water will not leave the 

soil pore unless the 

gravity force is stronger 

than the capillary force! 



Please do a demonstration here, Agnar  



Drain pipes 

The soil on the left will be 

much drier than the soil on 

the right.  

The depth of the drain pipe 

is extremely important .  



Do you really think 

this pipe will drain 

the soil? 

I’ve always done it 

like this, and of 

course I will fill up 

with gravel 



Is this a good way to drain soil? 

 

 



Should drain ditches be filled with gravel?  













Deep 

enough* 

Solid soil, even slope. Some gravel 

can make it easier to acheive this 

Pipe is best protected when placed in a 

corner 

Filter material cover the openings in the tube 

Carefully refill with dry (if possible) soil 

Some advice for back filled ditches 

* 80-120 cm 

  

How much extra should we have on 

the top to end up with the correct 

level? Experience ..  



Filter material:  

Best: Saw-dust from cutting 

timber into plank / board (10 litre 

pr meter)  

Acceptable: Fine gravel: 2-4 mm 

I do not recommend geotextiles 

 

Drain lines:  

Intervals:  

Sand: 8- 10 m 

Loam: 6-8 m 

Clay: 4-6 m 



Greens and surroundings 



USGA – green 

Sand based growth media, 30 cm +/- 2,5 cm placed on a 

gravel layer.  

Drain pipes under the green  





All pores filled with water after irrigation  

Pores filled 

with air and 

water 

Gravel of specified quality. 



Similar physics, creating the 

perched water table in the USGA 

green is also creating horisontal 

movements of the soil water.  

 

Water will move from course pores 

into smaller pores.  





Sand 

Clay loam Water is removed from 

the sand, causing severe 

dry patchers on the green 



Even worse when the bunker 

drain pipe increases the 

drainage height.  



Deep drainage (which is recommended) surrounding 

the green will dry out the green fringe. This should 

be prevented by establishing a moisture barrier.  

Drenering-

rør 



Photo: Steinar Selle, head greenkeeper 

at Grenland GC, and responsible for 

reconstructing this putting green.  



If the green is collecting surface water, we use to say that the course 

owner has hired the wrong golf course architect (in Norway). Melting 

snow will cause ice on the green and severe winter injuries.  



The same architect was here, but the 

greenkeeer has reshaped the green 

area. Not beautiful, but necessary.  



Sand /soil mix  

Gravel 

Drain pipe 

Softly undulated surface makes it 

easy to mow without scalping 

A half-open ditch to collect surface and soil water 

Low point 

In the low parts of an 

half-open ditch I 

recommend to fill gravel ! 



I see no benefits 

from visual gravel in 

a flat terrain. It will 

not collect water.  



Summing up drain outside the USGA green 

Plastic 

fence 

between 

the sand 

and the 

soil 

Half-open ditch 

preventing 

streaming surface 

water to cross the 

green 

Ordinary drain 

pipe should be 

surrounding the 

green, 60 – 120 

cm deep, 

depending on soil  



Catch basins collect 

water from the forrest.  



Many times this installation 

do not work. Why?  

 

 

h 

Because the outlet of the 

cistern is not deep enough. 

Under the surface water 

system there should be a 

drainage.  



Foto: Terje Haugen 

Gravel surrounding 

the gully keeps the 

water in the soil. Note 

the standng water.  



Minumum slope on turf 1:70 or 1,5 % 

(On tee everyone will think this is flat) 

On a fairway minimum slope should be 2.5%.  

T-peace will 

improve the flow 

capacity because air 

will bypass 

Place the cistern 

on a pillow of 

gravel. Easy to 

adjust. Steady.  
Deep soil drain pipe will 

prevent soaking wet 

conditions surrounding the 

catch basin.  

Advise for 

catch basins 

Shallow cisterns are cheaper 

and easy to clean. Cleaning is 

urgent during the construction 

period and growing in.  



Next time I deal with surface 

water, I’ll get some advice about 

the right dimensions 





Normally you 

should have just a 

few outlets of the 

drain system. 

Easier to find and 

maintain.  

Use a stiff pipe 

the last 3 meters 



An exception is when the soil contains 

much iron which is producing rust 

Also silty soils or fine sand can 

make problems and fill up the 

drain pipes.  

 

Under these conditions it is 

easier to maintain the system if 

you have many outlets  directly 

to the stream.  



With a high pressure hosepipe 

and this special nozzle, it is 

easy to clean up the drain 

system.  



These smart 

greenkeepers have put a 

copper cable, sending a 

radio signal, inside the 

high pressure water 

hosepipe.  

 

 

This makes it easy to find 

where the drainpipes are 

located, and also to find 

exactly where it is 

blocked.  



agnar.kvalbein@bioforsk.no 

 

 

Further reading:  

Dr. Ed McCoy, Ohio State University 

Drainage Systems for Golf Courses.  

http://www.oardc.ohio-state.edu/ss540/chapters/DrainSysGC.pdf  
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